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Description

Technical field

[0001] The present invention relates to a node, a mon-
itoring management method used for it, and a transfer
system and an input circuit using it; and in particular,
relates to a monitoring management technique in a pack-
et network, and in more detail, to a confirmation technique
of connection in a label switching network.

Background art

[0002] As a mechanism to transfer user traffic between
edge devices within a carrier network, a label switching
method using an MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching)
is generalized.
[0003] In the MPLS, each repeating device performs
forwarding using an identifier which is attached to a pack-
et and called a "label". A path in which a packet to which
this label is attached passes is called an LSP (Label
Switched Path).
[0004] When a packet arrives at an LER (label edge
router) at an entrance of the LSP, a label is added to path
information in the packet, and transferred to an LSR (label
switching router). The LSR reads the label of the input
packet, judges to which output port to transfer and trans-
mits the packet. An LER at an exit of the network removes
the label from the packet arrived and transfers it to outside
of the network.
[0005] As a path diagnostic technique in an LSP in-
stalled between edge devices in a carrier network, for
example, a technology described in the following non-
patent literature 1 exists. As indicated in paragraph 4.2.1
and paragraph 4.2.2 of non-patent literature 1, the path
diagnostic technique related to the present invention
transfers an OAM (Operation Administration and Main-
tenance) packet to an LSP which performs path diagno-
sis, and by confirming its reply, examines disagreement
of a label transfer destination path built based on a label
switching method.
[0006] That is, OAM packets [tracing (trace) packet of
a request] of which an upper limit of the number of transfer
hops of the packet are different are transmitted succes-
sively, and in case there is no reply, it is judged that there
is a defect in the communication.
[0007] For example, as shown in Fig. 21, a device 2a
transmits OAM packets (for example, request message
of LSP-trace) of which an upper limit of the number of
transfer hops (TTL: Time to live) of the packet are differ-
ent.
[0008] In case a repeating device which receives the
OAM packet mentioned above is structured as a switch
of a chassis type, at input line cards 21a, 21b and 21c of
the repeating devices mentioned above (2a, 2b and 2c),
a TTL value of the OAM packet mentioned above is made
"TTL=TTL-1". In case result of this arithmetic operation
is "0", the OAM packet mentioned above is terminated

at the input line card.
[0009] Further, in case target (Target) ID (IDentifier)
information in its TLV (Type/Length/Value) coincides with
its own card ID information, a normal reply message is
generated and returned to the devices (repeating devices
2a, 2b and 2c).
[0010] Referring to a format of an OAM frame shown
in Fig. 22, the OAM frame includes: an LSP header [in-
cluding LSP label, EXP (Experimental field), S (the stack-
ing bit indicates) and TTL information], an identification
header for identifying whether it is a control message
such as OAM, TLV which becomes a payload of the frame
and so on.
[0011] US 2008/225741 (A1) relates to Multi-Protocol
Label Switching (MPLS) Networks; and in particular to
monitors that detect actual performance of MPLS net-
works.
[0012] GEORGE SWALLOW CISCO SYSTEMS ET
AL:"Label Switching Router Self-Test, draft-ietf-mpls-lsr-
self-test-06.txt", 1 October 2005, XP015042557 defines
a means for a Label-Switching Router (LSR) to verify that
its data plane is functioning for certain key Multi-protocol
Label Switching (MPLS) applications, including unicast
forwarding and traffic engineering tunnels.

[Citation List]

[Non-patent literature]

[0013] [Non-patent literature 1] N. Bahadur, R. Aggar-
wal, T. Nadeau, N. Sprecher, Y. Weingarten, IETF Draft
"draft-nitinb-mpls-tp-lsp-ping-bfd-procedures-00", July
5, 2009, http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-nitinb-mpls-tp-lsp-
ping-bfd-procedures-00.

Summary of Invention

[Technical Problem]

[0014] Because TTL arithmetic processing in the re-
peating device described in non-patent literature 1 is per-
formed only in an input line card, an OAM frame of TTL=1
is terminated at the input line card of the repeating device
mentioned above. In other words, in the technology re-
lated to the present invention, because there is a problem
that an OAM packet is processed only in the input line
card, and cannot be processed in the output line card, a
trouble status of the output line card cannot be monitored.
[0015] Accordingly, the object of the present invention
is to provide: a node, a monitoring management method
used for it, and a transfer system, an input circuit and an
output circuit using it which can solve the problem men-
tioned above and process the OAM frame in the output
line card.

[Solution to Problem]

[0016] A first node according to the present invention
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is a node in an MPLS (Multi Protocol Label Switching)
network, including: an input unit which receives an OAM
(Operation Administration and Maintenance) frame in-
cluding TTL (Time To Live) from outside of the node; and
an output unit which transmits an OAM frame to outside
of the node, wherein: the input unit sets the TTL to a
specific value and transmits the received OAM frame to
the output unit in case a termination destination which
an OAM frame received from outside indicates is the
node and the received OAM frame is to be transmitted
to the output unit; and the output unit terminates an OAM
frame transmitted from the input unit.
[0017] A second node according to the present inven-
tion is a node which transmits and receives an OAM (Op-
eration Administration and Maintenance) frame including
TTL (Time To Live), including: an input unit which re-
ceives an OAM frame from outside of a device; and an
output unit which transmits an OAM frame to outside of
a device, wherein the input unit sets TTL of an OAM frame
received from outside to a specific value which shows
that a termination destination is the output unit and trans-
mits it to the output unit; and the output unit detects a
value of TTL of an OAM frame received from the input
unit and terminates an OAM frame including TTL of the
specific value.
[0018] A monitoring management method according
to the present invention is used for a node in an MPLS
(Multi Protocol Label Switching) network, wherein the
node includes an input unit which receives an OAM (Op-
eration Administration and Maintenance) frame including
TTL (Time To Live) from outside of the node and an output
unit which transmits an OAM frame to outside of the node.
The method includes setting the TTL to a specific value
and transmitting the received OAM frame to the output
unit in the input unit, in case a termination destination
which an OAM frame received from outside indicates is
the node and the received OAM frame is to be transmitted
to the output unit and terminating an OAM frame trans-
mitted from the input unit in the output unit.
[0019] A transfer system according to the present in-
vention includes a node in an MPLS (Multi Protocol Label
Switching) network, wherein the node includes: an input
unit which receives an OAM (Operation Administration
and Maintenance) frame including TTL (Time To Live)
from outside of the node; and an output unit which trans-
mits an OAM frame to outside of the node, wherein the
input unit, in case a termination destination which an
OAM frame received from outside indicates is the node
itself and the received OAM frame is to be transmitted to
the output unit, sets the TTL to a specific value and trans-
mits the received OAM frame to the output unit; and the
output unit terminates an OAM frame transmitted from
the input unit.
[0020] An input circuit according to the present inven-
tion is installed in a node used for an MPLS (Multi Protocol
Label Switching) network, wherein the circuit receives an
OAM (Operation Administration and Maintenance) frame
including TTL (Time To Live) from outside of the node,

and wherein in case a termination destination which an
OAM frame received from outside indicates is the node
and the received OAM frame is to be transmitted to an
output unit which is installed in the node and which trans-
mits an OAM frame to outside of the node, the circuit sets
the TTL to a specific value and transmits an OAM frame
to the output unit.
[0021] An output circuit according to the present inven-
tion is installed in a node used for an MPLS (Multi Protocol
Label Switching) network, wherein in case an input unit
receives an OAM (Operation Administration and Mainte-
nance) frame including TTL (Time To Live) from outside
of the node, and in case a termination destination which
the OAM frame received from outside indicates is the
node and the received OAM frame is to be transmitted
by setting the TTL to a specific value, the circuit termi-
nates an OAM frame transmitted from the input unit.

[Advantageous Effects of Invention]

[0022] The present invention can, by making a struc-
ture and operation as mentioned above, provide the ef-
fect that it can process an OAM frame in an output line
card.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0023]

[Fig. 1] is a block diagram showing an exemplary
configuration of the label transfer device according
to the first embodiment of the present invention.
[Fig. 2] is a figure showing an outline of the entire
operation of the label transfer device according to
the first embodiment of the present invention.
[Fig. 3] is a flow chart showing operation of the label
transfer device according to the first embodiment of
the present invention.
[Fig. 4] is a flow chart showing operation of the label
transfer device according to the first embodiment of
the present invention.
[Fig. 5] is a flow chart showing operation of the label
transfer device according to the first embodiment of
the present invention.
[Fig. 6] is a block diagram showing an exemplary
configuration of the label transfer device according
to a comparative example.
[Fig. 7] is a block diagram showing an exemplary
configuration of the label transfer device.
[Fig. 8] is a block diagram showing an exemplary
configuration of another label transfer device.
[Fig. 9] is a figure showing a format of a G-ACH frame
used for the present invention.
[Fig. 10] is a figure showing a format of an ACH TLV
Header used for the present invention.
[Fig. 11] is a figure showing a format of ACH TLV
used for the present invention.
[Fig. 12] is a figure showing an example of ACH TLV
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for specifying a line card used for the present inven-
tion.
[Fig. 13] is a block diagram showing an exemplary
configuration of the label transfer device according
to the second embodiment of the present invention.
[Fig. 14] is a figure showing a method in the present
invention to extract a frame including a specific label.
[Fig. 15] is a flow chart showing operation of the label
transfer device according to the second embodiment
of the present invention.
[Fig. 16] is a flow chart showing operation of the label
transfer device according to the second embodiment
of the present invention.
[Fig. 17] is a flow chart showing operation of the label
transfer device according to the second embodiment
of the present invention.
[Fig. 18] is a block diagram showing an exemplary
configuration of the label transfer device according
to the third embodiment of the present invention.
[Fig. 19] is a flow chart showing operation of the label
transfer device according to the third embodiment of
the present invention.
[Fig. 20] is a flow chart showing operation of the label
transfer device according to the third embodiment of
the present invention.
[Fig. 21] is a figure showing an outline of LSP-
Ping/LSP-Trace related to the present invention.
[Fig. 22] is a figure showing a format of an MPLS
frame.

Description of Embodiments

[0024] Next, the embodiment of the present invention
will be described with reference to the drawings. First, a
summary of a label transfer device will be described as
a transfer device (node) according to the present inven-
tion. The label transfer device according to the present
invention will be described, in order to simplify a descrip-
tion, taking a chassis type including input line cards which
are input units and output line cards which are output
units as an example. Further, the label transfer device
according to the present invention does not need to be
of a chassis type necessarily, and can also be of a single
board type including input ports which are input units and
output ports which are output units.
[0025] The label transfer device according to the
present invention includes an OAM processing unit
which, in case an OAM (Operation Administration and
Maintenance) frame which should be terminated is re-
ceived at the input line card mentioned above, deter-
mines whether a target (Target) ID (IDentifier) stored in
the OAM frame coincides with its own card ID; and in
case they coincide, transmits a normal OAM reply frame
to a transmission source and in case they are different,
sets TTL (Time to live: number of transfer hops of packet)
of the OAM frame to an abnormal value set in advance
(for example, a set value for recognizing that it is not a
usual frame in the output line card) and transfers it to an

output line card.
[0026] Also, the label transfer device according to the
present invention includes in the output line card men-
tioned above, a TTL processing unit which detects a TTL
value in a header of an input frame and extracts a frame
of which the TTL value is an abnormal value; and an
OAM processing unit which, in case the frame extracted
from the TTL processing unit is an OAM frame, compares
target ID information stored in the OAM frame with its
own card ID; and when they coincide, transmits a normal
OAM reply frame to a transmission source and in case
they are different, transmits an error OAM reply frame to
a transmission source.
[0027] As a result, in the label transfer device accord-
ing to the present invention, because a trouble status of
the output line card of a repeating device can be moni-
tored, in other words, because a transmission device can
also monitor a trouble status of the output line card of a
repeating device, an OAM frame can be processed within
the output line card.
[0028] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing an exemplary
configuration of the label transfer device according to the
first embodiment of the present invention. In Fig. 1, the
label transfer device according to the first embodiment
of the present invention is structured to include an input
line card 11, output line card 12 and a switch fabric (here-
inafter, referred to as SF) 13 which connects between
those line cards.
[0029] The input line card 11 includes a port 111, a
label identification unit 112, a TTL processing unit 113,
an OAM processing unit 114 and a transfer unit 115. The
port 111 transfers a frame received from outside to the
label identification unit 112 and outputs a frame received
from the OAM processing unit 114 to outside.
[0030] The label identification unit 112 identifies an
LSP (Label Switched Path) label of a frame received from
the port 111, and in case it is a label which should be
transferred, transfers the received frame to the TTL
processing unit 113. Also, in case it is a label which should
be terminated, the label identification unit 112 reads an
identification header of the received frame and distin-
guishes whether it is an OAM frame.
[0031] When it is an OAM frame, the label identification
unit 112 transfers it to the OAM processing unit 114 and
when it is not an OAM frame, discards it or performs other
termination processing. Because it is not related to the
present invention directly, description for other termina-
tion processing in the label identification unit 112 will be
omitted.
[0032] The TTL processing unit 113 detects TTL of a
frame received from the label identification unit 112, and
when TTL>1, after calculating "TTL=TTL-1" and rewriting
the TTL, transfers it to the transfer unit 115. When TTL=1,
the TTL processing unit 113 reads an identification head-
er of the received frame, and distinguishes whether it is
an OAM frame.
[0033] When it is an OAM frame, the TTL processing
unit 113 transfers it to the OAM processing unit 114 and
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when it is not an OAM frame, discards it or performs other
termination processing. Because it is not related to the
present invention directly, description for other termina-
tion processing in the TTL processing unit 113 will be
omitted.
[0034] The OAM processing unit 114 receives an OAM
frame from the label identification unit 112 or the TTL
processing unit 113, judges a type of the corresponding
OAM frame and processes it. Hereinafter, by taking the
case when the OAM frame is a Ping message as an ex-
ample, OAM processing will be described.
[0035] The OAM processing unit 114 reads TLV
(Type/Length/Value) of the Ping message received, and
in case a target ID coincides with its own card ID, gen-
erates a reply OAM frame which sets a source (Source)
ID of TLV of the received message to a target ID and its
own card ID to a source ID, and returns it to the port 111.
[0036] However, in case a target ID of the received
Ping message does not coincide with its own card ID, it
sets TTL of the received OAM frame to an abnormal TTL
(TTL=0, for example) and transfers it to the transfer unit
115, and leaves return processing of a reply OAM frame
to the output line card 12.
[0037] Hereinafter, in order to simplify descriptions, the
TTL value of the OAM frame transferred from the input
line card to the output line card is set to 0. However, it
does not need to be TTL=0 necessarily. If the output line
card 12 can recognize that it is not a usual frame, for
example, by inserting another abnormal TTL value, it is
also fine.
[0038] Also, the OAM processing unit 114 is made to
be able to support a technology mode related to the
present invention mentioned above and a technology
mode according to this embodiment simultaneously. By
using a special purpose field of a received OAM frame,
it is decided whether to operate in the technology mode
related to the present invention or whether to operate in
the technology mode according to this embodiment.
[0039] As for the special purpose field of the OAM
frame, it can be considered to use a Reserved area of a
payload of the OAM, to use a type (Type) and so on. In
order to distinguish the technology mode related to the
present invention and the technology mode according to
this embodiment, it is also possible to define tentatively
a special purpose field value as "0" for the technology
mode related to the present invention and "1" for the tech-
nology mode according to this embodiment.
[0040] In case an OAM frame of the technology mode
according to this embodiment is received, processing of
the OAM processing unit 114 is as stated above. On the
other hand, in case an OAM frame of the technology
mode related to the present invention is received, the
OAM processing unit 114 reads TLV of the Ping message
received first, and confirms whether a target ID coincides
with its own card ID.
[0041] In case they coincide, the OAM processing unit
114 generates a reply OAM frame which sets a source
ID of TLV of the received message to a target ID and its

own card ID to a source ID, and returns it to the port 111.
On the contrary, in case a target ID does not coincide
with its own card ID, the OAM processing unit 114 gen-
erates an error reply message which sets its own card
ID to the source ID and returns it to the port 111.
[0042] The transfer unit 115 swaps a label of a frame
received from the TTL processing unit 113 and the OAM
processing unit 114, designates a transfer destination
port and transfers the received frame to SF13.
[0043] The output line card 12 includes a TTL identifi-
cation unit 121, an OAM processing unit 122 and a port
123. The TTL identification unit 121 detects a TTL value
of a frame received from SF13, and when TTL>=1, trans-
fers it to the port 123 and when TTL=0, transfers it to the
OAM processing unit 122.
[0044] The OAM processing unit 122 receives a frame
received from the TTL identification unit 121, judges a
type of an OAM frame and processes it. Hereinafter, OAM
processing will be described taking the case when the
OAM frame is a Ping message as an example.
[0045] The OAM processing unit 122 reads TLV of the
received Ping message, and in case a target ID is its own
card ID, generates a normal reply message which sets
a source ID of TLV of the received message to a target
ID and its own card ID to a source ID, and returns it to
SF13. Also, the OAM processing unit 114 reads TLV of
the received Ping message, and in case a target ID is
blank, may judge that the target of the received Ping mes-
sage is its own card.
[0046] However, in case a target ID of the received
Ping message is not its own card ID, the OAM processing
unit 122 generates a reply message which shows that
TTL has Expired and returns it to SF13.
[0047] Fig. 2 is a figure showing an outline of the entire
operation of the label transfer device according to the
first embodiment of the present invention. A transfer
method in the first embodiment of the present invention
will be described with reference to these Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
[0048] For example, it is supposed that a Ping mes-
sage of TTL=1 (target ID=11b) is transmitted from an
input line card 11a of a device 1a to an input line card
11b of a device 1b. The input line card 11b of the device
1b which receives it returns a normal reply message to
the device 1a because the target ID is its own card ID.
[0049] Also, it is supposed that a Ping message of
TTL=1 (target ID=12b) is transmitted from the input line
card 11a of the device 1a to an output line card 12b of
the device 1b. The input line card 11b of the device 1b
which receives it is first terminated by TTL=0, and in case
a target ID is different from its own card ID, transfers the
received Ping message of TTL=0 to the output line card
12b just as it is.
[0050] Because the output line card 12b which re-
ceives the Ping message performs OAM processing only
for a frame of TTL=0, in case TTL=0 and a target ID is
its own card ID, the output line card 12b returns a normal
reply message to the device 1a.
[0051] Figs. 3-5 are flow charts showing operation of
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the label transfer device according to the first embodi-
ment of the present invention. Details of the operation of
the label transfer device according to the first embodi-
ment of the present invention will be described with ref-
erence to these Figs. 1-5. Further, processing operation
shown in Figs. 3-5 is realized by a CPU (central process-
ing unit) (not shown) in the label transfer device executing
a program stored in a memory and so on (not shown).
Or, processing operation shown in Figs. 3-5 may be used
when a programmable logic device is designed and re-
alized by operation of hardware.
[0052] The label identification unit 112 of the input line
card 11 identifies an LSP label of a frame received by
the port 111 (Fig. 3, steps S1 and S2), and in case the
corresponding label should not be terminated (should be
transferred) (NO in Fig.3, step S3), transfers the received
frame to the TTL processing unit 113.
[0053] Also, in case it is a label which should be termi-
nated (YES in Fig. 3, step S3), the label identification unit
112 reads an identification header of the received frame,
and distinguishes whether it is an OAM frame (Fig. 4,
step S8). When it is an OAM frame (YES in Fig. 4, step
S8), the label identification unit 112 transfers the frame
to the OAM processing unit 114, and when it is not an
OAM frame (NO in Fig. 4, step S8), discards it or performs
other termination processing (Fig. 4, step S9). Because
it is not related to the present invention directly, descrip-
tion for other termination processing in the label identifi-
cation unit 112 will be omitted.
[0054] The TTL processing unit 113 detects TTL of a
frame received from the label identification unit 112 (Fig.
3, step S4), and when TTL>1 (NO in Fig. 3, step S5),
after calculating "TTL=TTL-1" and rewriting the TTL,
transfers it to the transfer unit 115 (Fig. 3, steps S6 and
S7).
[0055] When TTL=1 (YES in Fig. 3, step S5), the TTL
processing unit 113 reads an identification header of the
received frame, and distinguishes whether it is an OAM
frame (Fig. 4, step S8). When it is an OAM frame (YES
in Fig. 4, step S8), the TTL processing unit 113 transfers
the frame to the OAM processing unit 114, and when it
is not an OAM frame (NO in Fig. 4, step S8), discards
the frame or performs other termination processing (Fig.
4, step S9). Because it is not related to the present in-
vention directly, description for other termination
processing in the TTL processing unit 113 will be omitted.
[0056] The OAM processing unit 114 receives an OAM
frame from the label identification unit 112 or the TTL
processing unit 113, judges a type of the corresponding
OAM frame and processes it (Fig. 4, step S10). Herein-
after, OAM processing will be described taking the case
when the OAM frame is a Ping message as an example.
[0057] The OAM processing unit 114 reads TLV of the
received Ping message, and in case a target ID is its own
card ID (YES in Fig. 4, step S11 and YES in Step S13),
generates a reply message which sets a source ID of
TLV of the received message to a target ID and its own
card ID to a source ID, and returns it to the port 111 (Fig.

4, step S14).
[0058] However, in case a target ID of the received
Ping message is not its own card ID (NO in Fig. 4, step
S13), the OAM processing unit 114 transfers the received
message to the transfer unit 115.
[0059] The transfer unit 115 swaps a label of a frame
received from the TTL processing unit 113 (Fig. 3, step
S6), designates a transfer destination port and transfers
the received frame to SF13 (Fig. 3, step S7).
[0060] The TTL identification unit 121 of the output line
card 12 detects a TTL value of the received frame (Fig.
5, steps S21 and S22), and when TTL>0 (NO in Fig. 5,
step S23), transfers it to the port 123, and when TTL=0
(YES in Fig. 5, step S23), transfers it to the OAM process-
ing unit 122.
[0061] When a frame is received from the TTL identi-
fication unit 121, the OAM processing unit 122 distin-
guishes whether it is an OAM frame (Fig. 5, step S25).
When it is not an OAM frame (NO in Fig. 5, step S25),
the OAM processing unit 122 discards the frame or per-
forms other termination processing (Fig. 5, step S26).
Because it is not related to the present invention directly,
description for termination processing when it is not an
OAM frame will be omitted.
[0062] Next, the OAM processing unit 122 judges a
type of the OAM frame, and processes it (Fig. 5, step
S27). Hereinafter, OAM processing will be described by
taking the case when the OAM frame is a Ping message
as an example.
[0063] The OAM processing unit 122 reads TLV of the
received Ping message, and in case a target ID is its own
card ID (YES in Fig. 5, step S28 and YES in Step S30),
generates a normal reply message which sets a source
ID of TLV of the received message to a target ID and its
own card ID to a source ID, and returns it to SF13 (Fig.
5, step S31).
[0064] However, in case a target ID of the received
Ping message is not its own card ID (NO in Fig. 5, step
S30), the OAM processing unit 122 generates a reply
message which shows that TTL has Expired and returns
it to SF13 (Fig. 5 step S32).
[0065] In case the OAM frame is not a Ping message
(NO in Fig. 5, step S28), the OAM processing unit 122
performs other OAM processing (Fig. 5, step S29). Be-
cause it is not related to the present invention directly,
description for other OAM processing in the OAM
processing unit 122 will be omitted.
[0066] As stated above, according to this embodiment,
because by including: the OAM processing unit 114 of
the input line card 11 which includes a function to transfer
an OAM frame of TTL=0 to the output line card 12 just
as it is in case an OAM frame which should be terminated
is received and a target ID is different from its own card
ID; and the OAM processing unit 122 of the output line
card 12 which includes a function which in case an OAM
frame of TTL=0 is received from the input line card 11,
by comparing a target ID and its own card ID, returns a
normal OAM reply frame in case they coincide and an
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abnormal OAM reply frame in case they are different to
a transmission source of the received OAM frame; the
transmission device can monitor also a trouble status of
the output line card 12 of the repeating device, the OAM
frame can be processed in the output line card 12.
[0067] Fig. 6 is a block diagram showing an exemplary
configuration of the label transfer device according to a
comparative example. In Fig. 6, the label transfer device
according to said comparative example is structured like
the input line card 11 and the output line card 12 of the
label transfer device according to the first embodiment
of the present invention shown in Fig. 1 except that a
message for internal use processing unit 141 is added
to a structure of the input line card 11 and a message for
internal use processing unit 151 is installed instead of
the OAM processing unit 122 of the output line card 12,
and an identical code is attached to an identical compo-
nent. Also, operation of the identical component is similar
to that of the label transfer device according to the first
embodiment of the present invention.
[0068] In case target ID information of an OAM frame
is received from the OAM processing unit 114, the mes-
sage for internal use processing unit 141 of the input line
card 14 generates a confirmation message for internal
use including the target ID information and transmits it
to the transfer unit 115.
[0069] After that, the message for internal use process-
ing unit 141 waits for a reply message for internal use
from the output line card 15 for a fixed time, and in case
it is received, notifies the OAM processing unit 114 of
information which shows that the output line card 15 is
normal and of information which shows whether a target
ID coincides with the output line card 15.
[0070] On the contrary, in case a reply message cannot
be received within a fixed time, the message for internal
use processing unit 141 notifies the OAM processing unit
114 of information which shows that the output line card
15 is abnormal.
[0071] In case a confirmation message for internal use
is received from SF13, the message for internal use
processing unit 151 of the output line card 15 compares
target ID information of the confirmation message with
its own card ID, and in case they coincide, returns a reply
message for internal use which shows that the target ID
coincides, and in case they are different, returns a reply
message for internal use which shows that the target ID
does not coincide.
[0072] Hereinafter, OAM processing will be described
by taking the case when the OAM frame is a Ping mes-
sage as an example.
[0073] A point that an operation of the input line card
14 according to this embodiment is different from the op-
eration of the input line card 11 of the first embodiment
of the present invention shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 is the
operation from Step S13 of Fig. 4 to Step S6 of Fig. 3.
[0074] In the operation of the first embodiment of the
present invention, whereas a received OAM frame of
TTL=0 is transmitted to the output line card 12 via the

transfer unit 115 just as it is, a reply message for internal
use is transmitted and received instead of the received
OAM frame in the comparative example.
[0075] Specifically, in case a target ID is different from
its own card ID (NO in Fig. 4, step S13), the OAM process-
ing unit 114 of the input line card 15, instead of swapping
a label (Fig. 3, step S6) and transferring it to the output
line card 12 (Fig. 3, step S7), manages the card ID of the
output line card 15 in advance, and confirms first whether
a target ID of the received OAM frame coincides with the
card ID of the output line card 15.
[0076] In case they coincide, the OAM processing unit
114 generates a confirmation message for internal use
to confirm a status of the output line card 15 in the mes-
sage for internal use processing unit 141 and transmits
it to the transfer unit 115. After that, in case a reply mes-
sage for internal use is received from the output line card
15 in a fixed time, the OAM processing unit 114 generates
a reply message which sets the card ID of the output line
card 15 to a source ID and returns it to the port 111, and
in case a reply message cannot be received within a fixed
time, it generates an error reply message which sets its
own card ID to a source ID and returns it to the port 111.
[0077] On the contrary, in case a target ID of the re-
ceived OAM frame is different from the card ID of the
output line card 15, the OAM processing unit 114 does
not confirm the status of the output line card 15, gener-
ates an error reply OAM frame and returns it.
[0078] Next, a point that an operation of the output line
card 15 according to this embodiment is different from
the operation of the output line card 12 according to the
first embodiment of the present invention shown in Fig.
5 is that it does not need TTL processing and processes
a message for internal use instead of processing the
OAM frame.
[0079] As stated above, according to this comparative
example, because by including: the OAM processing unit
114 of the input line card 14 including a function to trans-
mit an internal confirmation message including the target
ID to the output line card 15 in case an OAM frame which
should be terminated is received and the target ID is dif-
ferent from its own card ID, and a function to generate
and transmit a reply OAM frame to the transmission
source device of the input OAM frame in case an internal
reply message is received from the output line card 15;
and the message for internal use processing unit 151 of
the output line card 15 including a function which, in case
a message for internal use is received from the input line
card 14, compares a target ID and its own card ID, and
transmits to the input line card 14, in case they coincide,
an internal reply message which shows they coincide,
and in case they are different, an internal reply message
which shows they do not coincide; the transmission de-
vice can also monitor a trouble status of the output line
card 15 of the repeating device, the OAM frame can be
processed within the output line card 15.
[0080] As a structure for solving the problem men-
tioned above to process an OAM frame within the output
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line card, there are also a structure shown in Fig. 7 and
a structure shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 7 corresponds to the first
embodiment of the present invention, and Fig. 8 corre-
sponds to the comparative example.
[0081] In Fig. 7, a device (label transfer device) 1 is
structured including an input unit (input line card) 11 and
an output unit (output line card) 12.
[0082] In the structure shown in Fig. 7 mentioned
above, in case a termination destination which a field
which indicates a path of a frame of an OAM frame re-
ceived from outside or a field which indicates a number
of transfer times between devices indicates is the device
itself, and an OAM frame received from outside is to be
transmitted to the output unit 12, the input unit 11 sets a
field which indicates a number of transfer times between
devices to a specific value and transmit the OAM frame
to the output unit 12. In case a field which indicates a
number of transfer times between devices of the OAM
frame transmitted from the input unit 11 is a specific val-
ue, the output unit 12 terminates the OAM frame trans-
mitted from the input unit 12. As a result, an OAM frame
can be processed in the output unit 12 also according to
the structure shown in Fig. 7.
[0083] In Fig. 8, a device (label transfer device) 1 is
structured including an input unit (input line card) 14 and
an output unit (output line card) 15.
[0084] In the structure shown in Fig. 8 mentioned
above, the input unit 14 receives an OAM frame including
a field which indicates a path of a frame, a field which
indicates a number of transfer times between devices,
and a field which indicates a termination destination with-
in the device, from outside the device 1; and the output
unit 15 transmits an OAM frame to outside of the device 1.
[0085] In case a termination destination which a field
which indicates a path of a frame of the OAM frame re-
ceived from outside or a field which indicates a number
of transfer times between devices indicates is the device
itself, and an OAM frame received from outside is to be
transmitted to the output unit 15, the input unit 14 gen-
erates a message for internal use and transmits it to the
output unit 15; and the output unit 15 receives the mes-
sage for internal use transmitted from the input unit 14.
As a result, an OAM frame can be processed in the output
unit 15 also according to the structure shown in Fig. 8.
[0086] Fig. 9 is a figure showing a format of a G-ACH
(Generic-Associated CHannel) frame used in the present
invention, Fig. 10 is a figure showing a format of an ACH
TLV Header used in the present invention, Fig. 11 is a
figure showing a format of ACH TLV used in the present
invention, and Fig. 12 is a figure showing an example of
the ACH TLV for specifying a line card used in the present
invention.
[0087] The format shown in Fig. 9 indicates a frame
format of MPLS Generic Associated Channel indicated
in RFC (RFC) 5586 (non-patent literature 2). In the format
shown in Fig. 9, GAL (Generic Associated channel Label)
is used at the bottom of the label stack of LSP, and shows
that ACH (Associated Channel Header) follows. Number

13 of the reserved label is used for this GAL.
[0088] Leading 4 bits of ACH is "0001b" and shows
that it is a Control Channel of such as an OAM. Also,
ACH includes a Channel Type field which indicates a
type (for example, such as warning and performance
monitoring) of the OAM.
[0089] As shown in Fig. 10, the ACH TLV Header is
header information for indicating a total length of ACH
TLVs, and its size is 4 bytes. As shown in Fig. 11, ACH
TLV follows the ACH TLV Header and is a field for storing
Value which shows an identifier of a transmission source
or a transmission destination. Detailed contents such as
an OAM message are included in a G-Ach Message.
[0090] In Fig. 11, the first 2 bytes of the ACH TLV in-
dicate a type of Value (TLV Type), and the next 2 bytes
indicate Length of Value. Value is different in its size de-
pending on the type of the identifier.
[0091] For example, as an example of Value for spec-
ifying a line card, as shown in Fig. 12, it is possible to set
it as type of Value of ACH TLV = 5, Length of Value = 8,
Node_ID for specifying the device, and Logical Interface
Handle (LIH); and the size in that case is 12 bytes.
[0092] In determination processing of an OAM frame
in the technology related to the present invention men-
tioned above, in the processing of an LSP Label, by read-
ing the LSP Label outside the received frame, and in case
TTL>1, the received frame is not terminated and is trans-
ferred to the next stage after performing subtraction to
TTL. In case TTL=1 and S (the stacking bit indicates) bit
is 0, the label is removed and a label of a second stage
is searched.
[0093] On the contrary, in case TTL=1 and S bit is 1,
termination processing is performed not as an LSP but
as a PW (Pseudo Wire) frame. Because PW OAM is sim-
ilar to LSP OAM with regard to OAM operation, in the
present invention, LSP OAM will be described as an ex-
ample and description of PW OAM will be omitted.
[0094] Whereas in case the input line card receives an
OAM frame of TTL=1, it is transferred to the output line
card by reading the target ID of the ACH TLV and when
it is not its own card ID in the first and the second em-
bodiment of the present invention, it may be transferred
to all the output line cards without selecting to which out-
put line card to output as a mode to transfer it to the output
line card.
[0095] Also, it is possible that the input line card men-
tioned above includes a card ID list of the output line
cards, and by searching a target ID among the card ID
list, transfers the OAM frame only to a specific output line
card. Further, because the operation of the output line
card after transfer is the same as the first embodiment
of the present invention mentioned above, description of
the operation will be omitted.
[0096] In the determination processing of an OAM
frame mentioned above, in the processing after GAL La-
bel, in case a label of the second stage mentioned above
is GAL, and when Channel Type of the ACH header fol-
lowing the GAL shows OAM, it determines that it is an
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OAM frame and performs OAM processing. In case a
label of the second stage is not GAL, it performs process-
ing other than OAM processing.
[0097] Whereas the target ID of ACH TLV is read and
determined in order to identify the input line card and the
output line card in the first and the second embodiment
of the present invention mentioned above, the input line
card and the output line card may be identified by using
an arbitrary field of the OAM frame. In that case, it is
desirable as mentioned above to use a field which the
input unit can read especially before the target ID of ACH
TLV. As a result, the line card which the transmission
source of the OAM frame makes as a target can be iden-
tified more quickly. Specifically, the following determina-
tion method can be used.

(1) A method which, in an input line card, reads a
value of a TC (Traffic Class) field in GAL and deter-
mines in which line card to process, can be consid-
ered. While a TC field in an LSP Label cannot be
abused since it is used in order to decide a transfer
priority of a frame, the TC field in GAL can be used
for a specific purpose without causing any problem
since it is generally not in use.
(2) A method which determines in which line card to
process by defining a new value of the Channel Type
of ACH can be considered. For example, whereas
Channel Type is generally used in order to indicate
a type of OAM, it is also possible to define as: when
Channel Type = "X", it is OAM which goes to an input
line card and when Channel Type = "Y", it is OAM
which goes to an output line card.
(3) A method which determines whether it goes to
an input line card or goes to an output line card by
defining a new value in the ACH Reserved area can
be considered. For example, in case of LSP-ping, it
is possible to define as: when it is " 1 ", it is OAM
which goes to an input line card, and when it is "2",
it is OAM which goes to an output line card.

[0098] Also, according to the first embodiment of the
present invention and the comparative example men-
tioned above, in case an OAM frame of TTL=1 is received
by the input line card, by reading a target ID of ACH TLV
and when it is not its own card ID, it is transferred to the
output line card. However, a method which, in the input
line card, reads a target ID of ACH TLV and determines
for which output line card it is addressed, and transfers
the OAM frame only to the specific output line card, can
also be considered.
[0099] Next, the second embodiment of the present
invention will be described. A label transfer device ac-
cording to the third embodiment of the present invention
includes in the input line card mentioned above: a TTL
processing unit which, in case an OAM frame which
should be processed within its own device, for example,
an OAM frame of TTL=1 or an OAM frame using a specific
label is received, terminates the frame and in addition,

by setting an abnormal value (TTL=0, for example) to
TTL, transfers it to the output line card also; and an OAM
processing unit which determines whether a target ID
stored in the OAM frame received from the TTL process-
ing unit coincides with its own card ID, and in case they
coincide, transmits a normal OAM reply frame to a trans-
mission source, and in case they are different, discards
the corresponding OAM frame.
[0100] Also, a label transfer device according to the
second embodiment of the present invention includes in
the output line card mentioned above: a TTL processing
unit which detects a TTL value in a header of the input
frame, and extracts a frame of which the TTL value is an
abnormal value, and an OAM processing unit which, in
case the frame extracted from the TTL processing unit
is an OAM frame, compares target ID information stored
in the OAM frame with its own card ID, and in case they
coincide, transmits a normal OAM reply frame to a trans-
mission source, and in case they are different, discards
it or transmits an error OAM reply frame to a transmission
source.
[0101] As a result, in the label transfer device accord-
ing to the second embodiment of the present invention,
because a trouble status of the output line card of a re-
peating device can be monitored, in other words, be-
cause a transmission device can monitor also a trouble
status of the output line card of a repeating device, an
OAM frame can be processed within the output line card.
In this case, because the label transfer device according
to the second embodiment of the present invention only
sets an abnormal value (TTL=0, for example) to TTL in
the input line card and transfers it to the output line card,
and it is not necessary to determine in which line card to
process, processing load in the input line card can be
reduced.
[0102] Fig. 13 is a block diagram showing an exem-
plary configuration of the label transfer device according
to the second embodiment of the present invention. In
Fig. 13, the label transfer device according to the second
embodiment of the present invention is structured includ-
ing: an input line card 16, an output line card 12, and a
switch fabric (hereinafter, referred to as SF) 13 which
connects those line cards.
[0103] The input line card 16 includes: a port 111, a
TTL processing unit 113, an OAM processing unit 114
and a transfer unit 115. The port 111 transfers a frame
received from outside to the TTL processing unit 113 and
outputs a frame received from the OAM processing unit
114 to outside.
[0104] The TTL processing unit 113 detects a label TTL
of a frame received from the port 111, and when TTL>1,
after calculating "TTL=TTL-1" and rewriting the TTL,
transfers it to the transfer unit 115. When it is a frame of
TTL=1, the TTL processing unit 113 reads an identifica-
tion header of the received frame, and distinguishes
whether it is an OAM frame. Also, in case a frame of
TTL<1 is received, the frame is discarded. A method in
which the TTL processing unit 113 extracts a frame with
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a specific label instead of extracting a frame of TTL=1
can also be considered.
[0105] Here, a method to extract a frame with a specific
label will be described using Fig. 14. For example, in the
device 1 shown in Fig. 14 (a), it is supposed that, in case
LSP labels of a received frame are α, β and γ, the LSP
labels concerned are switched to x, y and z, and trans-
ferred, and in case an LSP label of a received frame is
δ, the received frame concerned is terminated.
[0106] As stated above, handling of the input line card
according to an LSP label of the received frame is set in
advance, and kept as shown in Fig. 14 (b). And, a method
which, in case an LSP label of a received frame is δ,
supposes that the LSP label concerned is a label which
should be terminated and extracts a frame including this
LSP label "δ" can be considered. Further, this method is
also applicable to the processing of Steps S2 and S3 in
Fig. 3, in other words, to determination of whether it is a
label which should be terminated.
[0107] In case a received frame is not an OAM frame,
the TTL processing unit 113 discards it or performs other
termination processing. On the other hand, in case a re-
ceived frame is an OAM frame, the TTL processing unit
113 transfers it to the OAM processing unit 114, and in
addition, by setting an abnormal value (TTL=0, for ex-
ample) to TTL, transfers it to the output line card.
[0108] The OAM processing unit 114 receives the
OAM frame from the TTL processing unit 113, judges a
type of the corresponding OAM frame and processes it.
Hereinafter, taking the case when the OAM frame is a
Ping message as an example, OAM processing will be
described.
[0109] In case a Ping message is received, and in case
a target ID coincides with its own card ID, the OAM
processing unit 114 generates a reply OAM frame (this
reply OAM frame corresponds to a Ping reply message
which is a reply of the Ping message mentioned above)
which sets a source ID included in the received message
to a target ID, and its own card ID to a source ID, and
returns it to the port 111. On the contrary, in case a target
ID is different from its own card ID, the received message
is discarded.
[0110] The transfer unit 115 swaps a label of a frame
received from the TTL processing unit 113, designates
a transfer destination port and transfers the received
frame to SF13.
[0111] The output line card 12 includes a TTL identifi-
cation unit 121, an OAM processing unit 122 and a port
123. The TTL identification unit 121 detects a TTL value
of a frame received from SF13, and when TTL >= 1, trans-
fers it to the port 123, and when TTL=0, transfers it to the
OAM processing unit 122.
[0112] The OAM processing unit 122 receives a frame
to be received from the TTL identification unit 121, judges
a type of the OAM frame and processes it. Hereinafter,
OAM processing will be described by taking the case
when the OAM frame is a Ping message as an example.
[0113] The OAM processing unit 122 reads TLV of the

received Ping message, and in case a target ID is its own
card ID, generates a normal reply message (Ping reply
message) which sets a source ID of TLV of the received
message to a target ID and its own card ID to a source
ID, and returns it to SF13.
[0114] However, in case a target ID of the received
Ping message is not its own card ID, the OAM processing
unit 122 discards the received message. However, it is
also possible to generate a reply message (Ping reply
message) which shows that TTL has Expired as needed
and returns it to SF13.
[0115] Figs. 15-17 are flow charts showing operation
of the label transfer device according to the second em-
bodiment of the present invention. Further, processing
operation shown in Figs. 15-17 is realized by a CPU (cen-
tral processing unit) (not shown) in the label transfer de-
vice executing a software program stored in a memory
and so on (not shown) or a hardware program such as
an FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array).
[0116] The TTL processing unit 112 of the input line
card 16 of the label transfer device detects TTL of an
LSP label of a frame received by the port 111 (Fig. 15,
steps S31 and S32), extracts a frame of TTL=1 (YES in
Fig. 15, step S33) and performs OAM determination.
Conversely, for other normal frame (NO in Fig. 15, step
S33), it performs subtraction of TTL and transfers it (Fig.
15, steps S34-S36).
[0117] In case the received frame is not an OAM frame
(NO in Fig. 16, step S37), the TTL processing unit 113
terminates the received frame or discards it (Fig. 16, step
S41). On the contrary, when the received frame is an
OAM frame (YES in Fig. 16, step S37), the TTL process-
ing unit 113 copies the frame (Fig. 16, step S38), transfers
the original frame to the OAM processing unit 114 (NO
in Fig. 16, step S39), sets an abnormal value (TTL=0, for
example) to TTL of the copied frame and transfers it to
the transfer unit 115 (YES in Fig. 16, step S39).
[0118] The OAM processing unit 114 receives an OAM
frame from the TTL processing unit 113, judges a type
of the corresponding OAM frame and processes it. In
case the OAM frame is a Ping message (NO in Fig. 16,
step S40), the OAM processing unit 114 performs other
OAM termination or discards it (Fig. 16, step S41). On
the contrary, in case the OAM frame is a Ping message
(YES in Fig. 16, step S40), the OAM processing unit 114
transfers the OAM frame to the transfer unit 115 and in
addition, performs OAM termination processing.
[0119] Hereinafter, the OAM termination processing
will be described taking the case when the OAM frame
is a Ping message as an example.
[0120] The OAM processing unit 114 reads TLV of the
received Ping message, and in case a target ID is its own
card ID (YES in Fig. 16, step S42), generates a reply
message which sets a source ID of TLV of the received
message to a target ID and its own card ID to a source
ID, and returns it to the port 111 (Fig. 16, step S43).
[0121] However, in case a target ID of the received
Ping message is not its own card ID (NO in Fig. 16, step
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S42), the OAM processing unit 114 discards the received
message (Fig. 16, step S44).
[0122] When a copied frame is received from the TTL
processing unit 113, the transfer unit 115 swaps a label
of the frame received from the TTL processing unit 113
(Fig. 15, step S35), designates a transfer destination port
and transfers the received frame (Fig. 15, step S36).
[0123] The TTL identification unit 121 of the output line
card 12 detects a TTL value of the received frame (Fig.
17, steps S51 and S52) and when TTL>0 (NO in Fig. 17,
step S53), transfers it to the port 123 (Fig. 17, step S54),
and when TTL=0 (YES in Fig. 17, step S53), transfers it
to the OAM processing unit 122.
[0124] When a frame is received from the TTL identi-
fication unit 121, the OAM processing unit 122 distin-
guishes whether it is an OAM frame (Fig. 17, step S55).
When it is not an OAM frame (NO in Fig. 17, step S55),
the OAM processing unit 122 discards the frame or per-
forms other termination processing (Fig. 17, step S57).
Because it is not related to the present invention directly,
description for termination processing in case of not an
OAM frame will be omitted.
[0125] Next, the OAM processing unit 122 judges a
type of the OAM frame, and processes it (Fig. 17, step
S56). Hereinafter, OAM processing will be described by
taking the case when the OAM frame is a Ping message
as an example.
[0126] The OAM processing unit 122 reads TLV of the
received Ping message, in case a target ID is its own
card ID (YES in Fig. 17, step S58), generates a normal
reply message and returns it to SF13 (Fig. 17, step S59).
[0127] However, in case a target ID of the received
Ping message is not its own card ID (NO in Fig. 17, step
S58), the OAM processing unit 122 discards the received
message (Fig. 17, step S60).
[0128] In case the OAM frame is not a Ping message
(NO in Fig. 17, step S56), the OAM processing unit 122
performs other OAM termination or discards it (Fig. 17,
step S57). Because it is not related to the present inven-
tion directly, description for other OAM termination in the
OAM processing unit 122 will be omitted.
[0129] As state above, the label transfer device accord-
ing to this embodiment includes in the label transfer de-
vice including the input unit and the output unit: the TTL
processing unit 113 in the input unit which detects TTL
and a type of the received frame, and in case of an OAM
frame of TTL=1, terminates the OAM frame, and in ad-
dition, by setting an abnormal value to TTL of the OAM
frame, transfers it to the output unit; and because only
the corresponding output line card performs OAM an-
swer, can process the OAM frame within the output line
card 12, and in addition, without delay in the input line
card 16, grasp a status of the output line card 12 at high
speed.
[0130] Further, the third embodiment of the present in-
vention will be described. The label transfer device ac-
cording to the fourth embodiment of the present invention
is different as shown in Fig. 18 in a TTL processing unit

116 compared with the third embodiment of the present
invention shown in Fig. 13. Because the port 111, the
OAM processing unit 114 and the transfer unit 115 are
of the same structure as the third embodiment of the
present invention, the detailed description will be omitted.
Also, operation of the identical component in the third
embodiment of the present invention is the same oper-
ation as the label transfer device according to the second
embodiment of the present invention mentioned above.
[0131] The TTL processing unit 116 of the third em-
bodiment of the present invention is different from the
TTL processing unit 113 of the second embodiment of
the present invention and includes a Ping identification
unit 1161 for a Ping message. While identification of a
Ping message is all executed in the OAM processing unit
114 in the third embodiment of the present invention,
identification of a Ping message is executed in the TTL
processing unit 116 in the third embodiment of the
present invention.
[0132] Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 are flow charts showing op-
eration of the label transfer device according to the third
embodiment of the present invention. Further, process-
ing operation shown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 is realized by
a CPU (central processing unit) (not shown) in the label
transfer device executing a software program stored in
a memory and so on (not shown) or a hardware program
such as an FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array).
[0133] Hereinafter, operation of the label transfer de-
vice according to the third embodiment of the present
invention will be described with reference to Fig. 19 and
Fig. 20. Also, because operation of the component in this
embodiment identical with that in the second embodi-
ment of the present invention is the same operation as
the label transfer device according to the second embod-
iment of the present invention mentioned above, the op-
eration description of the identical component (operation
of the port 111 of the input line card 16, the OAM process-
ing unit 114, the transfer unit 115 and the output line card
12) will be omitted, and only the operation of the TTL
processing unit 116 of the input line card 16 which is a
different component will be described.
[0134] The TTL processing unit 116 detects TTL of an
LSP label of a received frame (Fig. 19, steps S71 and
S72), extracts a frame of TTL=1 or including a specific
label (YES in Fig. 19, step S73) and performs OAM de-
termination. On the contrary, for other normal frame, it
performs subtraction of TTL, transfers it to the transfer
unit 115 and processes it (Fig. 19, steps S74-S76).
[0135] In case the received frame is not an OAM frame
(NO in Fig. 20, step S77), the TTL processing unit 116
terminates the received frame or discards it (Fig. 20, step
S79). On the contrary, in case the received frame is an
OAM frame (YES in Fig. 20, step S77), the TTL process-
ing unit 116 further identifies an OAM type.
[0136] As a result, in case the received frame is not a
Ping message (NO in Fig. 20, step S78), the TTL process-
ing unit 116 performs other termination or discards it (Fig.
20, step S79). On the contrary, in case the OAM frame
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is a Ping message (YES in Fig. 20, step S78), the TTL
processing unit 116 copies the OAM frame (NO in Fig.
20, steps S80 and S81), transfers it to the transfer unit
115 and processes it (Fig. 19, step S74-Step S76). The
original frame is (YES in Fig. 20, step S81) transferred
to the OAM processing unit 114, and processed (Fig. 20,
step S82-Step S84).
[0137] As stated above, the label transfer device ac-
cording to this embodiment includes in the label transfer
device including the input unit and the output unit: the
TTL processing unit 116 in the input unit which detects
TTL and a type of the received frame, and in case of an
OAM frame of TTL=1 and a Ping message, terminates
the OAM frame, and in addition, by setting an abnormal
value to TTL of the OAM frame, transfers it to the output
unit; and only the corresponding output line card 12 per-
forms OAM answer. With the above structure, the label
transfer device can process the OAM frame within the
output line card 12, and in addition, decrease delay in
the input line card 16 and grasp a status of the output
line card 12 at high speed.
[0138] In the embodiment mentioned above, it is con-
figured such that the input line card sets TTL of an LSP
label which is stored in the OAM frame received from
outside to a specific value (0, for example) and transfers
it to the output line card, and the output line card can
terminate the OAM frame based on the value of TTL.
According to the fourth embodiment and the fifth embod-
iment stated below, a case will be described in which,
instead of TTL of an LSP label, a value stored in a field
other than TTL of an LSP label included in an OAM frame
is used. Further, in the embodiments below, because
structures of the label transfer device are almost the
same as that of the third embodiment, a detailed descrip-
tion of each structure and operation will be omitted. In
the embodiments below, by using Fig. 13 as needed,
description will be made focusing on a setting method of
a value stored in a field other than TTL of an LSP label
included in an OAM frame.
[0139] First, the fourth embodiment will be described.
In this embodiment, operation will be described in case
an OAM frame or a message for internal use in the em-
bodiment mentioned above (hereinafter, OAM frame) us-
es GAL shown in Fig. 9.
[0140] In case an OAM frame uses GAL, as a judgment
standard whether the output line card 12 terminates the
OAM frame, it can be considered to use, instead of TTL
of an LSP label, for example, TTL or TC in GAL shown
in Fig. 9.
[0141] First, a case will be described in which, instead
of TTL of an LSP label, TTL in GAL is used. When the
port 111 of the input line card 16 receives an OAM frame,
usually, a TTL value of GAL is 1. Using this, in case it is
judged by the TTL processing unit 113 that TTL of an
LSP label is 1 and the OAM frame is addressed to its
own node, the TTL processing unit 113 sets the TTL value
of GAL to a specific value and transmits it to the output
line card 12. As a specific value, for example, it is possible

that the TTL value of GAL is set to 2. Next, based on the
TTL value of GAL, the output line card 12 terminates the
OAM frame.
[0142] In case when TC in GAL is used, also similarly,
the TTL processing unit 113 may change a TC value of
GAL to a specific value. Specifically, to make a normal
value of TC of GAL as 0, and a specific value as 1, can
be considered as an example.
[0143] As stated above, according to the fifth exem-
plary embodiment, same as the exemplary embodiment
mentioned above, an OAM frame can be processed with-
in the output line card. As a result, it becomes possible
to monitor a trouble status of the output line card.
[0144] Next, the fifth exemplary embodiment will be
described. Whereas the output line card judged based
on TTL of an LSP label whether to terminate an OAM
frame according to the first exemplary embodiment and
so on, the output line card 12 judges whether to terminate
the OAM frame based on each of a specific value of TTL
of an LSP label and a field other than TTL of an LSP label
included in an OAM frame according to this embodiment.
Here, it is supposed that a transmission source of an
OAM frame selects which field other than TTL of an LSP
label to use and decides a specific value in advance.
[0145] First, in case the port 111 of the input line card
16 receives an OAM frame, when TTL of an LSP label
is 1, the TTL processing unit 113 judges that the received
OAM frame is addressed to its own node same as the
fifth embodiment and so on. After that, the TTL process-
ing unit 113 transmits the received OAM frame to the
output line card 12. In other words, the input line card 16,
without changing in particular a value stored in the OAM
frame as a general rule, transmits it to the output line
card 12.
[0146] Next, the TTL identification unit 121 of the out-
put line card 12 receives the OAM frame which the input
line card 16 transmitted. Here, the TTL identification unit
121 of the output line card judges, by using a value in a
field other than TTL of an LSP label in addition to a TTL
value of the LSP label which shows that a termination
destination of the OAM frame is the node itself, whether
to terminate the received OAM frame. At that time, TTL
of the LSP label which shows that a termination destina-
tion of the OAM frame is the node itself can be made a
value set in advance. For example, a value set in advance
may be 1, or as indicated in the first embodiment, may
be a specific value set by the OAM processing unit 114.
As an example of the specific value, 0 can be mentioned.
[0147] As a field other than TTL of an LSP label, either
of fields other than the LSP label (Fig. 9: "LSP Label") in
a frame format of Fig. 9 can be used. For example, it can
be considered to use a field in GAL, ACH or ACH TLV.
More specifically, it can be considered to set a specific
value in a field of Channel Type of ACH, Type of ACH
TLV, Value of ACH TLV or TTL of GAL. However, the
LSP label cannot be used, because it is required for a
transfer of an OAM frame. Therefore, it is enough that a
value which shows that the OAM frame is terminated in
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the output line card 12 may be included in either of the
fields mentioned above and, as a general rule, other than
the LSP label.
[0148] In this way, the TTL identification unit 121 of the
output line card 12 judges whether to terminate the re-
ceived OAM frame based on TTL of GAL, ACH Channel
Type, or Type or Value of ACH TLV. Because OAM frame
termination processing and so on after that is the same
as that of the other exemplary embodiments, the descrip-
tion will be omitted here.
[0149] As stated above, according to the fifth exem-
plary embodiment, same as the exemplary embodiment
mentioned above, because a trouble status of the output
line card can be monitored, an OAM frame can be proc-
essed within the output line card. Also, by deciding to
which field a transmission source of an OAM frame refers
in advance, it becomes unnecessary within the input line
card to perform processing which is performed within the
first exemplary embodiment to the fourth exemplary em-
bodiment and so on. Accordingly, the effect of reducing
processing addition in the input line card can be obtained
according to the fifth exemplary embodiment.
[0150] Also, in the fourth exemplary embodiment and
the fifth exemplary embodiment mentioned above, a
method can also be considered which, not using TTL or
a TC value of GAL, or each field of ACH, installs a special
label in the OAM frame newly. It can be considered to
install the special label, for example, in a GAL field of
GAL. When an OAM frame or a message for internal use
which includes this special label is received, the output
line card 12 extracts the OAM frame or the message for
internal use including the special label and performs ter-
mination processing.
[0151] In the first exemplary embodiment, in case an
OAM frame of TTL=1 is received, the input unit (input
line card) of the label transfer device sets TTL of the OAM
frame to a specific value (0, for example), and transmits
it to the output unit (output line card). Next, the output
unit terminates the OAM frame including the specific val-
ue in TTL.
[0152] In the technology disclosed by non-patent liter-
ature 1, subtraction is performed to TTL each time it
reaches a repeating device, and a repeating device which
received an OAM frame whose TTL is 1 terminated the
OAM frame. In this case, it can be said that TTL is used
in order to decide a node which becomes a termination
destination of an OAM frame.
[0153] On the other hand, according to the embodi-
ment of the present invention, it can be said that a value
stored in the field as TTL which is being used in order to
decide a node which becomes a termination destination
of an OAM frame in non-patent literature 1 is used by the
output unit as a flag to terminate the OAM frame.
[0154] Also, in the technology disclosed by non-patent
literature 1, when an OAM frame reaches a repeating
device which is a termination destination, it is terminated
at the input unit in the repeating device. For this reason,
an OAM frame is not processed in the output unit, and

there was a problem that a trouble status of the output
line card cannot be monitored.
[0155] In contrast, according to the embodiment of the
present invention, by using TTL in a completely different
method than a conventional way how TTL is used, the
problem mentioned above can be solved. Specifically,
by the input unit setting TTL to a specific value (TTL=0,
for example) and transmitting an OAM frame to the output
unit, the output unit can terminate an OAM frame includ-
ing the specific value in TTL. As a result, it becomes
possible for the output unit to process an OAM frame,
and because of this, a trouble status of the output line
card can be monitored.
[0156] While the invention has been particularly shown
and described with reference to exemplary embodiments
thereof, the invention is not limited to these embodi-
ments. It will be understood by those of ordinary skill in
the art that various changes in form and details may be
made therein without departing from the spirit and scope
of the present invention as defined by the claims.
[0157] This application is based upon and claims the
benefit of priority from Japanese patent application No.
2009-253569 filed on November 5, 2009, and Japanese
patent application No. 2010-139696 filed on June 18,
2010.

Reference Signs List

[0158]

1a, 1b, 1c Device
11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16 Input line card
12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15 Output line card
13 Switch fabric
111 Port
112 Label identification unit
113, 116 TTL processing unit
114 OAM processing unit
115 Transfer unit
121 TTL processing unit
122 OAM processing unit
123 Port
141 Message for internal use processing unit
151 Message for internal use processing unit
1141 Ping processing unit
1161 Ping identification unit

Claims

1. A node for an MPLS, Multi Protocol Label Switching,
network, comprising:

an input unit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) which
receives an OAM, Operation Administration and
Maintenance, frame including TTL, Time To Live
from outside of the node; and
an output unit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) which re-
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ceives the OAM frame transmitted by the input
unit, wherein:

said input unit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16)
sets said TTL to a specific value, the specific
value indicating that termination destination
is the output unit, and transmits said re-
ceived OAM frame to said output unit (12,
12a, 12b, 12c, 15) in case where said node
is destination; and
said output unit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) de-
tects the TTL of the received OAM frame
and terminates the OAM frame that includes
the TTL of the specific value.

2. The node according to claim 1, wherein said output
unit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) further comprises a
processing unit (122) which judges a value of TTL
of all MPLS frame transmitted in order to judge
whether to terminate said OAM frame transmitted.

3. The node according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said
OAM frame further comprises a field which indicates
a termination destination in the node; and said output
unit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) terminates said OAM
frame transmitted, and in case said field which indi-
cates a termination destination in the node included
in the terminated OAM frame indicates said output
unit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15), notifies a transmission
source of said OAM frame received from outside that
said output unit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) received said
OAM frame transmitted.

4. The node according to claim 3, wherein in case a
termination destination which said field which indi-
cates a termination destination in the node included
in said received OAM frame indicates is different
from said input unit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16), said
input unit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) transmits it to
said output unit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15).

5. The node according to claim 4, wherein in case said
field which indicates a termination destination in the
node included in said received OAM frame indicates
said input unit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16), said input
unit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) notifies a transmission
source of said received OAM frame that said input
unit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) received said OAM
frame.

6. The node according to claim 4 or 5, wherein said
different case is a case in which said output unit (12,
12a, 12b, 12c, 15) is indicated.

7. The node according to claim 3, wherein said input
unit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) processing the pay-
load of said received OAM frame after copying said
received OAM frame and transmitting said received

OAM frame that includes said TTL with said specific
value to said output unit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15).

8. The node according to any one of claims 1 to 7,
wherein said specific value is 0.

9. The node according to any one of claims 1 to 8,
wherein a termination destination which said OAM
frame indicates is a termination destination which
said TTL indicates.

10. The node according to any one of claims 1 to 9,
wherein a termination destination which said TTL in-
dicates is a node which received an OAM frame
where said TTL is 1.

11. The node according to any one of claims 1 to 8,
wherein a termination destination which said OAM
frame indicates is a termination destination which a
field which indicates an end of a path of said OAM
frame included in said OAM frame indicates.

12. The node according to any one of claims 3 to 11,
wherein in case said field which indicates a termina-
tion destination in the node stored in said OAM frame
transmitted indicates a termination destination dif-
ferent from said output unit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15),
said output unit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) notifies a
transmission source of said received OAM frame that
a termination destination which said field which in-
dicates a termination destination in the node indi-
cates is different from said output unit (12, 12a, 12b,
12c, 15).

13. The node according to any one of claims 3 to 12,
wherein said field which indicates a termination des-
tination in the node is either of: TC, Traffic Class of
GAL, Generic Associated channel Label, of an OAM
frame; Channel Type of ACH, Associated Channel
Header, of an OAM frame; Reserved of ACH of an
OAM frame; or TLV, Target/Length/Value, of ACH.

14. The node according to any one of claims 3 to 13,
wherein said input unit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16),
in case said OAM frame is a Ping message, and in
case a termination destination which said field which
indicates a termination destination in the node of said
Ping message indicates is the node itself, generates
a Ping message which shows that said input unit (11,
11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) received it and transmits it to
a transmission source; and in case it is different, dis-
cards said Ping message; and
said output unit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15), in case a
terminated OAM frame is said Ping message, and
in case a termination destination which said field
which indicates a termination destination in the node
of said Ping message indicates is the node itself,
transmits a Ping message which shows that said in-
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put unit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) received it to a
transmission source of said OAM frame received
from outside; and in case it is different, discards said
Ping message.

15. The node according to any one of claims 1 to 14,
wherein said MPLS is MPLS-TP, Multi Protocol La-
bel Switching Transport Profile.

16. A monitoring management method which is used for
a node in an MPLS, Multi Protocol Label Switching,
network, wherein said node comprises an input unit
(11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) which receives an OAM,
Operation Administration and Maintenance, frame
including TTL, Time To Live, from outside of the node
and an output unit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) which re-
ceives the OAM frame transmitted by the input unit,
said method comprising:

setting by said input unit said TTL to a specific
value, the specific value indicating that termina-
tion destination is the output unit, and transmit-
ting said received OAM frame to said output unit
(12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) in case where said node
is destination; and
detecting by said output unit the TTL of the re-
ceived OAM frame and terminating the OAM
frame that includes the TTL of the specific value.

17. The monitoring management method according to
claim 16, wherein said output unit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c,
15) judges TTL of all MPLS frame transmitted in or-
der to judge whether to terminate said OAM frame
transmitted.

18. The monitoring management method according to
claim 16 or 17, wherein said OAM frame further com-
prises a field which indicates a termination destina-
tion in the node; and said output unit (12, 12a, 12b,
12c, 15) terminates said OAM frame transmitted, and
in case said field which indicates a termination des-
tination in the node included in the terminated OAM
frame indicates said output unit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c,
15), notifies a transmission source of said OAM
frame received from outside that said output unit (12,
12a, 12b, 12c, 15) received said OAM frame trans-
mitted.

19. A transfer system including a node as recited in claim
1.

20. An input unit which is installed in a node used for an
MPLS, Multi Protocol Label Switching, network,
wherein
said input unit is configured to receive an OAM, Op-
eration Administration and Maintenance, frame in-
cluding TTL, Time To Live, from outside of the node,
and wherein

in case where said node is destination, said input
unit is configured to set said TTL to a specific value,
the specific value indicating that termination desti-
nation is an output unit of said node, and transmits
an OAM frame to said output unit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c,
15).

21. An output unit which is installed in a node used for
an MPLS, Multi Protocol Label Switching, network,
the output circuit being connectable to an input unit
(11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16), wherein in case the input
unit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) is configured to re-
ceive an OAM, Operation Administration and Main-
tenance, frame including TTL, Time To Live, from
outside of the node, and in case where said node is
destination, said output unit is configured to detect
the TTL of the received OAM frame and to terminate
the OAM frame that includes the TTL of the specific
value, the specific value indicating that the termina-
tion destination is said output unit.

Patentansprüche

1. Knoten für ein MPLS-, Multi Protocol Label Swit-
ching, Netzwerk, mit:

einer Eingabeeinheit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16),
die einen OAM-, Operation Administration and
Maintenance, Rahmen, der eine TTL, Time To
Live, enthält, von außerhalb des Knotens emp-
fängt; und
einer Ausgabeeinheit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15),
die den durch die Eingabeeinheit übertragenen
OAM-Rahmen empfängt, wobei
die Eingabeeinheit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16)
die TTL auf einen spezifischen Wert setzt, wobei
der spezifische Wert anzeigt, dass ein Termi-
nierungsziel die Ausgabeeinheit ist, und den
empfangenen OAM-Rahmen an die Ausgabe-
einheit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) überträgt, falls
der Knoten ein Ziel ist, und
die Ausgabeeinheit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) die
TTL des empfangenen OAM-Rahmens erfasst
und den OAM-Rahmen terminiert, der die TTL
des spezifischen Werts enthält.

2. Knoten nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Ausgabeeinheit
(12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) ferner eine Verarbeitungs-
einheit (122) aufweist, die einen Wert der TTL aller
übertragenen MPLS-Rahmen beurteilt, um zu ent-
scheiden, ob der übertragene OAM-Rahmen termi-
niert werden soll.

3. Knoten nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei der OAM-
Rahmen ferner ein Feld aufweist, das ein Terminie-
rungsziel im Knoten anzeigt, und wobei die Ausga-
beeinheit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) den übertragenen
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OAM-Rahmen terminiert, und, falls das Feld, das ein
Terminierungsziel in dem in dem terminierten OAM-
Rahmen enthaltenen Knoten anzeigt, die Ausgabe-
einheit (12, 12a, 12b , 12c, 15) anzeigt, eine Über-
tragungsquelle des von außerhalb empfangenen
OAM-Rahmens darüber benachrichtigt, dass die
Ausgabeeinheit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) den übertra-
genen OAM-Rahmen empfangen hat.

4. Knoten nach Anspruch 3, wobei in einem Fall, in dem
ein Terminierungsziel, das durch das Feld angezeigt
wird, das ein Terminierungsziel in dem im empfan-
genen OAM-Rahmen enthaltenen Knoten anzeigt,
sich von der Eingabeeinheit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c 14,
16) unterscheidet, die Eingabeeinheit (11, 11a, 11b,
11c, 14, 16) diesen an die Ausgabeeinheit (12, 12a,
12b, 12c, 15) überträgt.

5. Knoten nach Anspruch 4, wobei in einem Fall, in dem
das Feld, das ein Terminierungsziel in dem im emp-
fangenen OAM-Rahmen enthaltenen Knoten an-
zeigt, die Eingabeeinheit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16)
anzeigt, die Eingabeeinheit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14,
16) eine Übertragungsquelle des empfangenen
OAM-Rahmens darüber benachrichtigt, dass die
Eingabeeinheit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) den OAM-
Rahmen empfangen hat.

6. Knoten nach Anspruch 4 oder 5, wobei der andere
Fall ein Fall ist, in dem die Ausgabeeinheit (12, 12a,
12b, 12c, 15) angezeigt wird.

7. Knoten nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Eingabeeinheit
(11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) die Nutzdaten des emp-
fangenen OAM-Rahmens nach Kopieren des emp-
fangenen OAM-Rahmens und Übertragen des emp-
fangenen OAM-Rahmens, der die TTL mit dem spe-
zifischen Wert enthält, an die Ausgabeeinheit (12,
12a, 12b, 12c, 15) verarbeitet.

8. Knoten nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 7, wobei
der spezifische Wert 0 ist.

9. Knoten nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, wobei
ein Terminierungsziel, das der OAM-Rahmen an-
zeigt, ein durch die TTL angezeigtes Terminierungs-
ziel ist.

10. Knoten nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, wobei
ein durch die TTL angezeigtes Terminierungsziel ein
Knoten ist, der einen OAM-Rahmen empfangen hat,
wo die TTL 1 beträgt.

11. Knoten nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 8, wobei
ein Terminierungsziel, das der OAM-Rahmen an-
zeigt, ein Terminierungsziel ist, das durch ein Feld
angezeigt wird, das ein in dem OAM-Rahmen ent-
haltenes Pfadende des OAM-Rahmens anzeigt.

12. Knoten nach einem der Ansprüche 3 bis 11, wobei
in dem Fall, in dem das Feld, das ein Terminierungs-
ziel in dem im übertragenen OAM-Rahmen gespei-
cherten Knoten anzeigt, ein Terminierungsziel an-
zeigt, das sich von der Ausgabeeinheit (12, 12a, 12b,
12c, 15) unterscheidet, die Ausgabeeinheit (12, 12a,
12b, 12c, 15) eine Übertragungsquelle des empfan-
genen OAM-Rahmens darüber benachrichtigt, dass
ein Terminierungsziel, das durch das Feld angezeigt
wird, das ein Terminierungsziel in dem Knoten an-
zeigt, sich von der Ausgabeeinheit (12, 12a, 12b,
12c, 15) unterscheidet.

13. Knoten nach einem der Ansprüche 3 bis 12, wobei
das Feld, das ein Terminierungsziel in dem Knoten
anzeigt, ein Feld unter einem "TC"-Feld, Traffic
Class, eines GAL, Generic Associated Channel La-
bel, eines OAM-Rahmens, einem "Channel Type"-
Feld eines ACH, Associated Channel Header, eines
OAM-Rahmens, einem "Reserved"-Feld eines ACH
eines OAM-Rahmens, oder einem "TLV"-Feld, Tar-
get/Length/Value eines ACH ist.

14. Knoten nach einem der Ansprüche 3 bis 13, wobei

die Eingabeeinheit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16)
für den Fall, dass der OAM-Rahmen eine Ping-
Nachricht ist, und in dem Fall, dass ein Termi-
nierungsziel, das durch das Feld angezeigt wird,
das ein Terminierungsziel in dem Knoten der
Ping-Nachricht anzeigt, der Knoten selbst ist, ei-
ne Ping-Nachricht erzeugt, die anzeigt, dass die
Eingabeeinheit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) sie
empfangen hat, und an eine Übertragungsquel-
le überträgt, und andernfalls die Ping-Nachricht
verwirft; und
die Ausgabeeinheit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) für
den Fall, dass die Ping-Nachricht ein terminier-
ter OAM-Rahmen ist, und für den Fall, dass ein
Terminierungsziel, das durch das Feld ange-
zeigt wird, das ein Terminierungsziel in dem
Knoten der Ping-Nachricht anzeigt, der Knoten
selbst ist, eine Ping-Nachricht, die anzeigt, dass
die Eingabeeinheit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16)
sie empfangen hat, an eine Übertragungsquelle
des von außen empfangenen OAM-Rahmens
überträgt; und andernfalls die Ping-Nachricht
verwirft.

15. Knoten nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 14, wobei
das MPLS ein MPLS-TP, Multi Protocol Label Swit-
ching Transport Profile, ist.

16. Überwachungsmanagementverfahren, das für ei-
nen Knoten in einem MPLS-, Multi Protocol Label
Switching, Netzwerk verwendet wird, wobei der Kno-
ten eine Eingabeeinheit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16),
die einen OAM-, Operation Administration And Main-
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tenance, Rahmen, der eine TTL, Time To Live, ent-
hält, von außerhalb des Knotens empfängt, und eine
Ausgabeeinheit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) aufweist, die
den durch die Eingabeeinheit übertragenen OAM-
Rahmen empfängt, wobei das Verfahren die Schritte
aufweist:

Einstellen der TTL durch die Eingabeeinheit auf
einen spezifischen Wert, wobei der spezifische
Wert anzeigt, dass das Terminierungsziel die
Ausgabeeinheit ist, und Übertragen des emp-
fangenen OAM-Rahmens an die Ausgabeein-
heit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15), falls der Knoten das
Ziel ist; und
Erfassen der TTL des empfangenen OAM-Rah-
mens und Terminieren des OAM-Rahmens, der
die TTL des spezifischen Werts enthält, durch
die Ausgabeeinheit.

17. Verfahren nach Anspruch 16, wobei die Ausgabe-
einheit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) die TTLs aller über-
tragenen MPLS-Rahmen beurteilt, um zu entschei-
den, ob der übertragene OAM-Rahmen terminiert
werden soll.

18. Verfahren nach Anspruch 16 oder 17, wobei der
OAM-Rahmen ferner ein Feld aufweist, das ein Ter-
minierungsziel in dem Knoten anzeigt, und wobei die
Ausgabeeinheit (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) den übertra-
genen OAM-Rahmen terminiert, und wobei in dem
Fall, dass das Feld, das ein Terminierungsziel in dem
in dem terminierten OAM-Rahmen enthaltenen Kno-
ten anzeigt, die Ausgabeeinheit (12, 12a, 12b , 12c,
15) anzeigt, eine Übertragungsquelle des von au-
ßerhalb empfangenen OAM-Rahmens darüber be-
nachrichtigt wird, dass die Ausgabeeinheit (12, 12a,
12b, 12c, 15) den übertragenen OAM-Rahmen emp-
fangen hat.

19. Übertragungssystem mit einem Knoten nach An-
spruch 1.

20. Eingabeeinheit, die in einem Knoten installiert ist,
der für ein MPLS-, Multi Protocol Label Switching,
Netzwerk verwendet wird, wobei

die Eingabeeinheit dafür konfiguriert ist, einen
OAM-, Operation Administration and Mainte-
nance, Rahmen, der eine TTL, Time To Live,
enthält, von außerhalb des Knotens zu empfan-
gen, und wobei
in dem Fall, in dem der Knoten ein Ziel ist, die
Eingabeeinheit dafür konfiguriert ist, die TTL auf
einen spezifischen Wert einzustellen, wobei der
spezifische Wert anzeigt, dass das Terminie-
rungsziel eine Ausgabeeinheit des Knotens ist,
und einen OAM-Rahmen an die Ausgabeeinheit
(12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) überträgt.

21. Ausgabeeinheit, die in einem Knoten installiert ist,
der für ein MPLS-, Multi Protocol Label Switching,
Netzwerk verwendet wird, wobei die Ausgabeeinheit
mit einer Eingabeeinheit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16)
verbindbar ist, wobei in dem Fall, dass die Eingabe-
einheit (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) dafür konfiguriert
ist, einen OAM-, Operation Administration and Main-
tenance, Rahmen, der eine TTL, Time To Live, auf-
weist, von außerhalb des Knotens zu empfangen,
und in dem Fall, in dem der Knoten ein Ziel ist, die
Ausgabeeinheit dafür konfiguriert ist, die TTL des
empfangenen OAM-Rahmens zu erfassen und den
OAM-Rahmen zu terminieren, der die TTL des spe-
zifischen Werts aufweist, wobei der spezifische Wert
anzeigt, dass das Terminierungsziel die Ausgabe-
einheit ist.

Revendications

1. Noeud pour un réseau MPLS (réseau à commutation
par étiquettes entre protocoles multiples),
comprenant :

une unité d’entrée (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16)
qui reçoit une trame OAM (trame d’exploitation,
d’administration et de maintenance) incluant
une durée de vie, TTL, depuis l’extérieur du
noeud ; et
une unité de sortie (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) qui
reçoit la trame OAM transmise par l’unité d’en-
trée, dans lequel :

ladite unité d’entrée (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14,
16) règle ladite TTL à une valeur spécifique,
la valeur spécifique indiquant qu’une desti-
nation de terminaison est l’unité de sortie et
transmet ladite trame OAM reçue à ladite
unité de sortie (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) dans
le cas où ledit noeud est la destination ; et
ladite unité de sortie (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15)
détecte la TTL de la trame OAM reçue et
termine la trame OAM qui inclut la TTL de
la valeur spécifique.

2. Noeud selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite
unité de sortie (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) comprend en
outre une unité de traitement (122) qui juge une va-
leur de TTL de toutes les trames MPLS transmises
afin de juger s’il faut terminer ladite trame OAM trans-
mise.

3. Noeud selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel
ladite trame OAM comprend en outre un champ qui
indique une destination de terminaison dans le
noeud ; et ladite unité de sortie (12, 12a, 12b, 12c,
15) termine ladite trame OAM transmise et, dans le
cas où ledit champ, qui indique une destination de
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terminaison dans le noeud incluse dans la trame
OAM terminée, indique ladite unité de sortie (12,
12a, 12b, 12c, 15), notifie à une source de transmis-
sion de ladite trame OAM reçue de l’extérieur que
ladite unité de sortie (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) a reçu
ladite trame OAM transmise.

4. Noeud selon la revendication 3, dans lequel, dans
le cas où une destination de terminaison que ledit
champ, qui indique une destination de terminaison
dans le noeud incluse dans ladite trame OAM reçue,
indique, est différente de ladite unité d’entrée (11,
11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16), ladite unité d’entrée (11, 11a,
11b, 11c, 14, 16) la transmet à ladite unité de sortie
(12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15).

5. Noeud selon la revendication 4, dans lequel, dans
le cas où ledit champ, qui indique une destination de
terminaison dans le noeud incluse dans ladite trame
OAM reçue, indique ladite unité d’entrée (11, 11a,
11b, 11c, 14, 16), ladite unité d’entrée (11, 11a, 11b,
11c, 14, 16) notifie à une source de transmission de
ladite trame OAM reçue que ladite unité d’entrée (11,
11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) a reçu ladite trame OAM.

6. Noeud selon la revendication 4 ou 5, dans lequel
ledit cas différent est un cas dans lequel ladite unité
de sortie (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) est indiquée.

7. Noeud selon la revendication 3, dans lequel ladite
unité d’entrée (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) traite la
charge utile de ladite trame OAM reçue après copie
de ladite trame OAM reçue et transmet ladite trame
OAM reçue, qui inclut ladite TTL, avec ladite valeur
spécifique à ladite unité de sortie (12, 12a, 12b, 12c,
15).

8. Noeud selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1
à 7, dans lequel ladite valeur spécifique est 0.

9. Noeud selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1
à 8, dans lequel une destination de terminaison, que
ladite trame OAM indique, est une destination de
terminaison que ladite TTL indique.

10. Noeud selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1
à 9, dans lequel une destination de terminaison, que
ladite TTL indique, est un noeud qui a reçu une trame
OAM lorsque ladite TTL est 1.

11. Noeud selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1
à 8, dans lequel une destination de terminaison que
ladite trame OAM indique est une destination de ter-
minaison qu’indique un champ qui indique une ex-
trémité d’un chemin de ladite trame OAM, inclus
dans ladite trame OAM.

12. Noeud selon l’une quelconque des revendications 3

à 11, dans lequel dans le cas où ledit champ, qui
indique une destination de terminaison dans le
noeud stocké dans ladite trame OAM transmise, in-
dique une destination de terminaison différente de
ladite unité de sortie (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15), ladite
unité de sortie (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) notifie à une
source de transmission de ladite trame OAM reçue
qu’une destination de terminaison que ledit champ,
qui indique une destination de terminaison dans le
noeud, indique est différente de ladite unité de sortie
(12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15).

13. Noeud selon l’une quelconque des revendications 3
à 12, dans lequel ledit champ qui indique une desti-
nation de terminaison dans le noeud est l’un parmi :
étiquette de canal associé générique, GAL, de clas-
se de trafic, TC, d’une trame OAM ; type de canal
d’en-tête de canal associé, ACH, d’une trame OAM ;
réservé d’ACH d’une trame OAM ; ou cible/lon-
gueur/valeur, TLV, d’ACH.

14. Noeud selon l’une quelconque des revendications 3
à 13, dans lequel ladite unité d’entrée (11, 11a, 11b,
11c, 14, 16), dans le cas où ladite trame OAM est
un message Ping, et dans le cas où une destination
de terminaison que ledit champ, qui indique une des-
tination de terminaison dans le noeud dudit message
Ping, indique est le noeud même, génère un mes-
sage Ping qui montre que ladite unité d’entrée (11,
11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) l’a reçu et le transmet à une
source de transmission ; et dans le cas où il est dif-
férent, rejette ledit message Ping ; et
ladite unité de sortie (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15), dans le
cas où une trame OAM terminée est ledit message
Ping et dans le cas où une destination de terminaison
que ledit champ, qui indique une destination de ter-
minaison dans le noeud dudit message Ping, indique
est le noeud même, transmet un message Ping, qui
montre que ladite unité d’entrée (11, 11a, 11b, 11c,
14, 16) l’a reçu, à une source de transmission de
ladite trame OAM reçue de l’extérieur ; et dans le
cas où il est différent, rejette ledit message Ping.

15. Noeud selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1
à 14, dans lequel ladite MPLS est un profil de trans-
port à commutation par étiquettes entre protocoles
multiples, MPLS-TP.

16. Procédé de gestion de surveillance qui est utilisé
pour un noeud dans un réseau MPLS (réseau à com-
mutation par étiquettes entre protocoles multiples)
dans lequel ledit noeud comprend une unité d’entrée
(11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) qui reçoit une trame OAM
(trame d’exploitation, d’administration et de mainte-
nance) incluant une durée de vie, TTL, depuis l’ex-
térieur du noeud et une unité de sortie (12, 12a, 12b,
12c, 15) qui reçoit la trame OAM transmise par l’unité
d’entrée, ledit procédé comprenant :
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le réglage, par ladite unité d’entrée, de ladite
TTL à une valeur spécifique, la valeur spécifique
indiquant que la destination de terminaison est
l’unité de sortie, et la transmission de ladite tra-
me OAM reçue à ladite unité de sortie (12, 12a,
12b, 12c, 15) dans le cas où ledit noeud est la
destination ; et
la détection, par ladite unité de sortie, de la TTL
de la trame OAM reçue et la terminaison de la
trame OAM qui inclut la TTL de la valeur spéci-
fique.

17. Procédé de gestion de surveillance selon la reven-
dication 16, dans lequel ladite unité de sortie (12,
12a, 12b, 12c, 15) juge la TTL de toutes les trames
MPLS transmises afin de juger s’il faut terminer ladite
trame OAM transmise.

18. Procédé de gestion de surveillance selon la reven-
dication 16 ou 17, dans lequel ladite trame OAM
comprend en outre un champ qui indique une des-
tination de terminaison dans le noeud ; et ladite unité
de sortie (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15) termine ladite trame
OAM transmise, et dans le cas où ledit champ, qui
indique une destination de terminaison dans le
noeud incluse dans la trame OAM terminée, indique
ladite unité de sortie (12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15), notifie
à une source de transmission de ladite trame OAM
reçue de l’extérieur que ladite unité de sortie (12,
12a, 12b, 12c, 15) a reçu ladite trame OAM transmi-
se.

19. Système de transfert incluant un noeud selon la re-
vendication 1.

20. Unité d’entrée qui est installée dans un noeud utilisé
pour un réseau MPLS (réseau à commutation par
étiquettes entre protocoles multiples), dans laquelle
ladite unité d’entrée est configurée pour recevoir une
trame OAM (trame d’exploitation, d’administration et
de maintenance) incluant une durée de vie, TTL, de
l’extérieur du noeud, et dans laquelle
dans le cas où ledit noeud est une destination, ladite
unité d’entrée est configurée pour régler ladite TTL
à une valeur spécifique, la valeur spécifique indi-
quant que la destination de terminaison est une unité
de sortie dudit noeud,
et transmet une trame OAM à ladite unité de sortie
(12, 12a, 12b, 12c, 15).

21. Unité de sortie qui est installée dans un noeud utilisé
pour un réseau MPLS (réseau à commutation par
étiquettes entre protocoles multiples), le circuit de
sortie étant connectable à une unité d’entrée (11,
11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16), dans laquelle dans le cas où
l’unité d’entrée (11, 11a, 11b, 11c, 14, 16) est con-
figurée pour recevoir une trame OAM (trame d’ex-
ploitation, d’administration et de maintenance) in-

cluant une durée de vie, TTL, de l’extérieur du noeud,
et dans le cas où ledit noeud est la destination, ladite
unité de sortie est configurée pour détecter la TTL
de la trame OAM reçue et pour terminer la trame
OAM qui inclut la TTL de la valeur spécifique, la va-
leur spécifique indiquant que la destination de ter-
minaison est ladite unité de sortie.
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